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We are Interpolitan Money
Our global banking offering enables non-resident private and 
corporate clients around the world to obtain a UK and EEA-based 
local account to address their international banking needs. We 
connect directly to payment networks around the world ensuring 
back-to-back payment processing in multiple jurisdictions. Our 
powerful, automated compliance and anti-money laundering 
solutions ensure real-time compliance with international 
regulatory obligations.

By embracing 22nd century banking solutions we can open 
accounts within 24-72 hours whereas legacy banks often take 
three months to process requests and too often decline accounts 
– we understand the need for swift and secure operations.
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By embracing 22nd century banking solutions we can open 
accounts within 24-72 hours whereas legacy banks often take 
three months to process requests and too often decline accounts 
– we understand the need for swift and secure operations.

By embracing 22nd century banking we enable clients to achieve 
their objectives and our dedicated, banking relationship managers 
provide an unmatched service – imagine what we can achieve 
together.

Interpolitan Money is a trading name of Wirepayer Limited (Wirepayer). Registered office address 66 Prescot St, London 
E1 8NN. Registered in England No. 07666629. Wirepayer is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority under the 
Electronic Money Regulations 2011 and the Payment Services Regulations for the issuing of electronic money and the 
provision of payment services with FCA register number 900413.

“At Interpolitan Money we remain a culture 
first organisation – one that finds direction in 
strategy but is driven by people.

This approach has enabled us to deliver 
consistent organic revenue growth and leading 
levels of client and employee satisfaction.”
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A Division of
Wirepayer Group
Wirepayer Limited (Wirepayer) is Authorised by the Financial 
Conduct Authority under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 
and the Payment Services Regulations for the issuing of electronic 
money and the provision of payment services with FCA 
registration number 900413.

Wirepayer is required to comply with the EC Payments/Wire 
Transfer Regulations and Transfer of Funds (Information on the 
Payer) Regulations 2007.

Wirepayer is a Principal Member of MasterCard Europe. As an 
approved card issuer, we can provide a BIN Sponsorship service 
where we will issue prepaid cards and manage the associated 
revenue streams across the MasterCard network. MasterCard is 
a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated.

Wirepayer is registered as a data controller with the Information 
Commissioner’s Office (Ref ZA082729). The ICO is the UK’s 
independent authority set up to uphold information rights.

Wirepayer operates compliant client trust accounts. These 
accounts are held with globally recognised banking partners. All 
client money is held in segregated client 'safeguarding' accounts 
and as such it is held separate from any company money or 
assets in order to comply with regulations and to ensure our 
clients’ funds are protected at all times. Client funds are always 
available for immediate execution of the client’s instruction – 
funds are never invested or loaned out or in any way used for the 
company’s own purposes. As such, client money is not exposed 
to risk.

www.interpolitanmoney.com
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Wirepayer is independently audited each year by 3rd party compliance 
specialists to ensure that all processes, procedures and controls are in 
line with FCA guidelines.

Wirepayer is a member of the Association of Foreign Exchange and 
Payment Companies (AFEP). AFEP is a well respected association that 
acts as the voice of the industry and liaises with government 
departments and regulatory bodies on important legislative matters.

A client’s requirements can be many and varied
– we understand that. If your lifestyle moves at
a different pace to others, that need not hold
you back or complicate delivery of your financial
objectives. That’s why we’ve built a seamless
structure to keep you in control 24/7, worldwide.

Please call us on: +44 (0) 20 8187 5001 
or email: banking@interpolitanmoney.com 
for more information.
Our office hours are 09:00 – 17:30 UK Monday to Friday 
for our support team, or contact your banking 
relationship manager directly.
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Since inception it has been our values that have enabled us to 
deal professionally with thousands of private clients, corporates 
and the wider community.

Our values have played a key role in our approach to client 
service and are an integral part of how we operate. They form the 
basis on which our company culture and policies rest. They guide 
us in the way we work, communicate and share information and 
knowledge, as well as in our relations with all stakeholders.

Working across a wide range of industries, we support 
thousands of clients across multiple countries, the majority 
operating in the UK, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia 
with turnovers typically ranging from £1m to £100m. The 
stakeholders we support include, but are not limited to, 
Treasurers, CFOs, CEOs, (U)HNI’s and family offices. Our values 
define who we are as an organisation. They have brought us to 
where we are today and will take us into the future.

www.interpolitanmoney.com
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We understand you

Because you live a busy, international lifestyle, you need support 
and insight that you can rely on from someone who understands 
your need to keep moving.

We lead and inspire a business full of passion and potential. 
While you’re focused on your objectives or the direction of your 
company, you’ll need someone by your side to support you in your 
financial requirements.

Your banking relationship managers will bring experience in 
global banking requirements and will ensure your life and your 
international financial requirements are met swiftly, securely and 
without unnecessary delays.

Since inception it has been our values that have enabled us to 
deal professionally with thousands of private clients, corporates 
and the wider community.

Our values have played a key role in our approach to client service 
and are an integral part of how we operate. They form the basis 
on which our company culture and policies rest. They guide us in 
the way we work, communicate and share information and 
knowledge, as well as in our relations with all stakeholders.

Working across a wide range of industries, we support thousands 
of clients across multiple countries, the majority operating in the 
UK and Europe with turnovers typically ranging from £1m to 
£100m. The stakeholders we support include, but are not limited 
to, Treasurers, CFOs, CEOs, (U)HNI’s and family offices. Our 
values define who we are as an organisation. They have brought 
us to where we are today and will take us into the future.

Our clients are essential to the success 
of our business and, in turn, facilitating 
our client’ success is our key objective 
– we aim to exceed expectations with 
our professionalism and precision.

It is our personal commitment 
to demonstrate our values and 
promote trust with all of our 
stakeholders.

We embrace and promote technical 
excellence and respond to change to 
ensure that we grow with evolving 
trends and new developments.

The business is driven by its 
personality and the energy and 
enthusiasm within.

We engage and motivate our employees 
to ensure that we are all working towards 
one common goal. This provides a highly 
skilled and motivated workforce with a 
keen focus on excellence.

Our services are tailored to individual 
client needs. We are solutions-driven 
and our independence creates an 
entrepreneurial environment.

Integrity

Commercial Awareness Personality

Engagement Innovation

Accessibility
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Services that specialise 
in assisting you to safely 
and securely bank your
funds globally
Our global reach and focus on international 
currency banking ensure an expertise and 
flexibility that is not found in most legacy high 
street banks. We understand that the key to 
international banking is the breaking down of 
barriers, the elimination of excessive controls 
and embracing client expectations.

.
www.interpolitanmoney.com
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Banking; Enabled with 
Interpolitan Money
1. Banking Relationship Managers

We handpick the best team to look after each client’s needs and 
aim to work with clients who share our belief in the importance of 
building strong relationships. We don’t believe in a ‘one size fits 
all’ approach. Instead we give clients a bespoke service and one 
point of contact to build a rapport and trust between client and 
company. We aim to build teams that create effective, 
purpose-built solutions, consistently delivered to the highest 
standards.

Clients will have access to 55+ currencies and payments can be 
made to over 160 countries. We provide online accounts that 
allow the client to transact online via a user-friendly interface or 
by direct communication if the client prefers to deal through their 
relationship manager. Our banking relationship managers are 
ready to assist with standard payments, account queries and to 
advise on the more advanced products so that clients can make 
the most of their international banking requirements.

2. Real Estate Investments

Non-residents can buy property in the UK either individually or 
through a company or SPV. Your account will have a dedicated 
account number and sort code – funds can be received and held 
in sterling, or other currency, and then, when required for 
completion of your property transaction, the funds can be 
remitted to the vendor/vendor’s solicitor. Another benefit of our 
non-resident accounts is the ability to collect and repatriate rental 
income to another country.
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Buying property in the UK, EU or elsewhere without having a 
‘local’ account can be a problem for many reasons. UK banks are 
very reluctant to provide non-residents with bank accounts due to 
the heightened compliance risk levels. Interpolitan is the 
alternative straight forward, cost effective, specialist solution.

We Enable Global 
Remittance
Interpolitan Money specialises in LRS 
remittances through our ability to offer 
local INR accounts, and UK and EEA 
banking services for Indian clients. 

We also have broad requirement in the 
Middle East, especially Dubai. Enabling real 
estate purchases through our swift account 
opening with localised remittances.
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3. Active Management

Whilst you might have to sleep, the financial markets sleep less! 
That’s why we have a leading money management division watching 
the foreign exchange market and are able to price large financial 
transactions in an optimum manner. Instant spot decisions can be 
booked often with the ability to deliver same day; or the ability to 
fix a rate of exchange with our range of flexible forward contracts.

Protecting your business or pending property transaction from 
unfavourable currency swings will be an important part of your 
banking objectives. Globally, we mange around a billion USD a year 
through our books. Securing the best exchange rate transforms 
your long-term cross-currency business flows from volatile to 
predictable outcomes.

We Enable Global 
Remittance
Interpolitan Money specialises in LRS 
remittances through our ability to offer 
local INR accounts, and UK and EEA 
banking services for Indian clients. 

We also have broad requirement in the 
Middle East, especially Dubai. Enabling real 
estate purchases through our swift account 
opening with localised remittances.

Volatile Predictable
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Currencies we support
The banking service with a difference

(GBP) Great British Pounds 

(EUR) Euro

(USD) US Dollars 

(AED) UAE Dirham

(AUD) Australian Dollar

(BBD) Barbadian Dollar

(BGN) Bulgarian Lev

(BHD) Bahraini Dinar

(BSD) Bahamian Dollar

(BWP) Botswana Pula

(CAD) Canadian Dollar

(CHF) Swiss Franc

(CNY) Chinese Yuan

(CZK) Czech Koruna

(DKK) Danish Krone

(FJD) Fijian Dollar

(GHS) Ghanaian Cedi

(HKD) Hong Kong Dollar

₱

₨

zł

QR

lei

din

₽

SR

kr

S$

฿

DT

₺

TT$

USh

$

R

ZK

(HRK) Croatian Kuna

(HUF) Hungarian Forint

(ILS) Israeli New Shekel

(INR) Indian Rupee

(JMD) Jamaican Dollar

(JOD) Jordanian Dinar

(JPY) Japanese Yen

(KES) Kenyan Shilling

(KWD) Kuwait Dinar

(KYD) Cayman Islands Dollar

(LKR) Sri Lankan Rupee

(LSL) Lesotho Loti

(MUR) Mauritian Rupee

(MWK) Malawian Kwacha

(MXN) Mexican Nuevo Pesos

(NGN) Nigerian Naira

(NOK) Norwegian Krone

(NZD) New Zealand Dollar

(PHP) Philippine Peso

(PKR) Pakistani Rupee

(PLN) Polish Zloty

(QAR) Qatari Rial

(RON) Romanian Leu

(RSD) Serbian Dinar

(RUB) Russian Ruble

(SAR) Saudi Riyal

(SEK) Swedish Krona

(SGD) Singapore Dollar 

(THB) Thai Baht

(TND) Tunisian Dinar

(TRY) Turkish Lira

(TTD) Trinidad and Tobago Dollar

(UGX) Ugandan Shilling

(XCD) East Caribbean Dollar

(ZAR) South African Rand

(ZMW) Zambian Kwacha

kn

Ft

₪

₹

$

¥

$

Rs

L

₨

MK

Mex$

₦

kr

NZ$

£

€

$

A$

Bds$

Лв.

BD

B$

P

C$

Fr.

¥

Kč

Kr.

FJ$

GH¢

HK$
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Compliance

In the end, it's all about trust

We seek to earn every client’s trust – and to keep it. You can 
depend on Interpolitan Money to handle your money responsibly, 
with the utmost integrity and accountability. We remain open and 
transparent in every interaction, with no hidden fees. If you have a 
question, we answer it. If you need information, we provide it. 
That’s just who we are.

At Interpolitan Money we are committed to maintaining a best in 
class anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing program. 
Our company undertakes regular external reviews and risk 
assessments to assess and improve our ability to combat money 
laundering and terrorist financing. All of our staff employ strict 
trading and settlement procedures that incorporate risk-based 
methodologies to detect, prevent and report suspicious illicit 
activity. We verify the identity of every client and ensure corporate 
records are maintained in accordance with prevailing legislation. 
Our compliance protocols are for your and our protection.
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Credibility and Security

Interpolitan Money is not in the business of supporting currency 
speculation. We serve our client's ‘real’ personal and business needs.

Electronic transfers are delivered by SWIFT, SEPA, Faster 
Payments and BACS; the same secure and reliable payment 
networks used by the banks.

Our compliance department monitors suspicious transactions and 
reports/operates in accordance with the guidelines set by the NCA 
(National Crime Agency).

Interpolitan Money capitalises on superior business relationships 
through a network of international banks.

The company processes millions of pounds in transactions every 
month – and our volumes are growing as new clients find the 
benefits that we can offer.

Interpolitan Money offices are located in central London and clients 
are welcome to get in touch at any time. Telephone numbers are 
available on our website.

The senior management team have decades of experience across 
the international banking sector.

www.interpolitanmoney.com
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with the utmost integrity and accountability. We remain open and 
transparent in every interaction, with no hidden fees. If you have a 
question, we answer it. If you need information, we provide it. 
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At Interpolitan Money we are committed to maintaining a best in 
class anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing program. 
Our company undertakes regular external reviews and risk 
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laundering and terrorist financing. All of our staff employ strict 
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activity. We verify the identity of every client and ensure corporate 
records are maintained in accordance with prevailing legislation. 
Our compliance protocols are for your and our protection.
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Why choose 
Interpolitan Money?
IBAN – unique IBANs are issued for clients
Enabling clients globally to access their unique IBAN for a seamless 
banking experience online, via the smartphone app or over the phone.

Pay Globally

Interpolitan Money provides you with 
the freedom to process payments 
seamlessly to over 160 countries.

Collect Internationally

Your multi-currency account enables 
you to collect monies in over 55 
currencies.

Compliance and sanctions filter

All beneficiaries are verified via our 
financial crime and sanctions filter 
process ensuring your payments 
remain compliant.

Instant pre-payment validation

Identify payment errors before they 
happen to prevent avoidable delays 
and ensure payments arrive on time.

Support when you need it

Sometimes payment delays are 
unavoidable, but that’s why we have 
a dedicated settlements team to 
proactively resolve them before 
they become an issue.

Transparent, real-time exchange rates

View your FX rate before you execute 
your transactions and always know 
what you’re paying with transparent 
pre-agreed spreads.

Always Online

Gain access to your money 24/7 
through our web portal.
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The Interpolitan Money app, both on the 
iOS and Android operating systems, is 
the digital platform that is designed to 
allow the user to transact with ease.

Interpolitan Money (Interpolitan) is a trading name of Wirepayer Limited (Wirepayer). Registered office 

address: 66 Prescot St, London E1 8NN. Registered in England No.07666629. Wirepayer is authorised by the 

Financial Conduct Authority under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 and the Payment Services 

Regulations for the issuing of electronic money and the provision of payment services with FCA register 

number 900413.

Head Office:
160 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2DQ

Contact Us:
+44 (0)20 8187 5001

banking@interpolitanmoney.com

www.interpolitanmoney.com

App Store Google Play

https://goo.gl/maps/k6vQF8nGCCKER5qVA



